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Bridget Jones’ Diary for photographers 
 

"A sexy, sassy romantic riot" 
Milly Johnson, author of Together Again 

 
"Quick-witted, flirty and delicious" 
Stacey McEwan, author of Ledge 

 
"Expertly capturing the glamour and mayhem of wedding photography, Shooters is a 

debut romcom brimming with sex, sisterhood, and spice!"  
 Amy Beashel, author of Spilt Milk 

 
"A racy romcom with a heroine who I was cheering on from the start - funny, sexy and full 

of heart”  
Frances Quinn, author of That Bonesetter Woman 

 
"A brilliant new talent - a sexy Marian Keyes!" 

 Lucie Morris-Marr, journalist and Walkley-winning author 
 

"Humour, romance, complex characters, luxury locations and a sprinkling of sex seduce 
the reader into wanting more" 

Angela Adams, Imagemaker Magazine 
 

 

 
 



"The photography conference simmered with talent: those who had it, those who wanted it, 
and those who would always suck no matter how hard they tried. Stella Price wondered 

where she fell on that scale." 
 
 

 

 

Stella is determined to become a successful wedding photographer, even if it means learning 
from Connor Knight, a wedding shooter with sexy rock star status and an ego to match. 

Burned by an affair that ended her last career, Stella should know better than to get entangled 
with Connor during a residential course in a romantic French chateau. But while his arrogance 
turns her off, his talent turns her on… 

As their clashes start transforming into passion, Stella struggles to frame a future with a man 
who has famously come to distrust "happily ever afters". Is there a softer side behind Connor’s 
macho image? Can Stella learn from her past mistakes and teach Connor about real love before 
he disappears from the picture? 

What Jilly Cooper’s Riders did for show jumping, SHOOTERS does for wedding photography in 
this sizzling romcom: a hilarious, heart-pounding novel about owning our past mistakes and 
being true to ourselves.  
 
 
 
 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:  
Julia Boggio is a multi-award-winning ex-photographer, who 
became an original YouTube star when her first dance 
sparked a worldwide trend in choreographed first dances. 
She’s appeared on Richard & Judy; Sky, ITV and BBC news -- 
and The Oprah Winfrey Show where she famously danced 
with Patrick Swayze. (And yes, there is a news-worthy first 
dance in the book!) You can check out Julia’s website here.  
Julia is also co-host of the book podcast, Two Lit Chicks, 
starting its fourth season in April.  
 
 
 
 


